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,2.00 pm at the Triangle, Coppett Hill
This short walk is timed to fit in with the peak time for the Pearl
Bordered Fritillary Led by Wendy Innes
10.00 am Summer path clearance - meet at Triangle - tools provided
12.30 pm See separate page for booking details. Numbers are restricted and
early booking advised..

-

10.00 am at the Folly for 2 hours gentle exercise
Wear gloves and stout shoes/boots
Traditional Refreshments supplied

10.00 am Castle Car Park
Led by the Friends of Coppett Hill. This is a festival event and as such booking
is required. Contact the Booking Office on 01568 797842, quoting Walk 37

Meet at the School Car Park at 1.30 pm to share cars or go direct to the White
Rocks Car Park on the Doward for 2.00 pm
This is a Joint trip with
to some of their Great
Doward Reserves. Led by Roger Beck
Looking at the flora, butterflies and much more

·
General Meeting of the Trust and the Friends.

·

followed by a joint

This has been a year when a lot of our planned
activities have come to fruition.
The restoration of the limekilns is now
virtually complete; we still await a grille to be
fitted to the right hand kiln which is now
considered unsafe inside. The work has been
carried out as part of the Overlooking the Wye
Project run by the Wye Valley AONB. We
have also installed additional fencing for
safety reasons

Our routine activities have continued. On the
wildlife side, the dormouse project is now
expanding to 50 boxes with the help of
sponsorship from individuals and a donation
from the Friends. Dormice are moving in and
several have now been checked and weighed
by our trained handlers.
Butterfly numbers suffered again with the poor
weather but our Pearl Bordered Fritillary
numbers are holding up, while they are have
been lost from neighbouring reserves. We met
with Butterfly Conservation experts and are
confident that our management scheme is
matching up to their best practice.

The work to remove conifers got under way at
the far end of the Hill in February – this is
reported on page 3. The felling took place
later than hoped but ahead of the bird nesting
season. Next year we will move on to
replanting this area with broad-leaved trees.
This is a process that will continue to run on a Work parties this year went well before
ten year cycle.
Christmas and we were grateful for the
AONB’s help when we ran a joint working
The ‘What’s that Snake?’ Project was well party to put in new steps both down to the
supported and came up with interesting limekiln and between them and the top of the
findings (pages 8 and 9) and the new Geology Hill. New chain-saw skills were to the fore
Champions Project (page 6) is now underway when the area in front of the crags above the
with training at the University of Worcester Triangle was cleared of trees and scrub and for
for those who are involved.
further coppicing and felling of sycamore in
Rocklands Wood
This year, we also include articles on bee
keeping, old apple varieties and cidermaking In the New Year, however, the snow caused
– traditional occupations that are being carried two of the four work parties to be cancelled,
on by those living on the Hill.
but we did carry out clearing trees and scrub
around and below the Triangle and habitat
Not everything that happened this year was creation for the Pearl Bordered Fritillary.
foreseen. Some of it was magic! The arrival of The working parties are well attended but we
a film crew to shoot scenes for Harry Potter would always welcome new (and younger!)
and the Deathly Hallows, which used the area members – it is (usually) quite good fun.
below Symonds Yat Rock for some of its
scenes, sparked some interest (though no stars We also hope that you will support the events
were spotted) and has provided the Trust with that have been arranged and are shown on page
a windfall in the form of ‘Location Fees’.
12.....
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....We would also welcome new involvement in the management of the Trust at all levels. All current Trust directors
are keen to stay involved in the overall management of the Hill, but the Director roles themselves have normally run
for no more than a 5 year term. We will be actively looking for volunteers to stand in the autumn to fill at least one
of these posts.
There are also several other supporting roles where we would like to see new faces (who need not be shareholders)
involved in the administration and organisation of the various Trust activities. Have a look below and contact one
of the Directors if you would like to get involved

WHO’S WHO 2010
The Trust
Chairman
Directors
Secretary

David Leat
Wendy Innes, Martin Rowberry, Lance Harbord (Parish Council)
Lawrie Lowe

Treasurer

Pearl Chamberlain

The Friends
Chairman
Trustees

Lawrie Lowe
Chris Downs, Mary Rowberry, Keith Parnell, Mike Thompson

The Coppett Hill Common Trust -Behind the Scenes

Who runs the Trust?
Firstly there are 3 Directors. These have to be shareholders and are elected every year at the AGM. Anyone can stand.
We have tried in the past to limit the term of a Director to about 5 years.
Directors are elected by the shareholders to take the final decision on how the Trust is run and are responsible for all
financial and management decisions. In doing this they will do this based on policies agreed with the shareholders at
the Annual General Meeting
The two other formal Management Team posts are Treasurer and Company Secretary. These need not be
shareholders, but have been in the past.
The Treasurer keeps the books, which are professionally audited every year.
A Company Secretary is necessary because the Trust is a limited company and needs to report results in a certain way.
As the Company Secretary’s address is the Company’s address, most correspondence comes to the Company
Secretary, to be passed to others for action.

What are the other Management areas?
In addition to the formal roles there are other tasks
that need to be managed and are shared by the
Management Team and others. These are
summarised below and we would like to see more
people taking on or helping with these tasks.
Organisation of the physical management such
as identifying maintenance priorities, organising
work parties, clearing fallen trees on paths and
monitoring deer numbers.
Communication – producing this newsletter,
running the web site and the blog to keep residents
and others briefed on issues that may affect them
and answering diverse queries.
(If you have a computer, have a look at page 11 and
go online at www.coppett-hill.org.uk and
http://coppett.wordpress.com/ )
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Managing the relationships with a
organisations, including those that fund us.

range

A note for Coppett Hill Common Trust Ltd Shareholders.
Every Year, the 3 ‘A’ Directors of the Trust resign at the AGM and new
Directors are elected by the ‘A’ Shareholders.
Any shareholders who wish to put their names forward as Directors should
contact the Secretary before 1st September 2009 as all nominees’ names must be
on the papers circulated to all shareholders 3 weeks before the meeting.

of

As Coppett Hill costs money to run each year, it is
important that these links are well managed and we
demonstrate that we manage the Hill competently.
In broad summary these split out into:

The Coppett Hill Common Trust Ltd owns Coppett Hill. It is a nonprofit making
Company owned by some 100 residents of Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor (the ’A’
Shareholders), the Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor Parish Council and the
Herefordshire Unitary Authority.

1 Woodland matters – where we work with the Forestry
Commission’s Woodland Grant Scheme is our main
source of income.

The Friends is a registered charity that supports the Trust and promotes activities
associated with the natural history of the Hill.

2 Managing the open areas of the Hill, where we get
funding from Natural England and work with
Herefordshire Council.
3 Other third parties ranging from Butterfly Conservation
and the Wye Valley AONB to British Telecom and Welsh
Water.
The existing team has a fund of knowledge but this needs
to be spread more widely and, by volunteering to get
involved now, you would be introduced to some of the
above areas with a view to possibly taking the lead on
them at a future date. To be a member of the Team, you
do not need to be a shareholder.

If anyone is interested in knowing more about, or joining, the Trust or The
Friends, please contact the Company Secretary, Lawrie Lowe on
01 600 890457.
This newsletter is compiled by David Leat, Lawrie Lowe, Mary Rowberry and
Laurence Moss and is issued for information by the Coppett Hill Common Trust
and the Friends of Coppett Hill, registered offices: Charlton, Goodrich, Ross on
Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 6JF
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returning home with their legs loaded with pollen. We can safely show visitors (including
children) our hives without the need for protective gear if you keep a safe distance (about
3m). If you are interested and want to look closely into the hive we can lend you a
protective veil.
If you are interested in having bees in your garden, let us know. We can advise you and
can keep an eye on your bees if you just want to ‘host’ a beehive. We are also members
of the Hereford Beekeepers Association who have a supportive and educational role in their
regular local meetings.
If you see a swarm of bees, pleased let us know. Don’t worry, as bees are very passive in
their swarm. We can collect them and find them a good home.
Monica Sims – tel. 01600 890168
Albert Einstein once said that we have 4 years after the last bees have disappeared

Female Adder (pregnant) sunbathing on a holly hedge at Rocklands
Cottage

Monthly inspections check the health of the bees and development of young bees and
honey of course

Female Adder

More pictures of the hill on our web site or gallery - see page 11

Monica uncapping wax from honey in frame prior to
collecting honey
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Swarm found on the hill

The Geology of Coppett Hill
The Hereford & Worcester EarthTrust have
gained a grant to
develop community
involvement to protect and promote local
sites of geological interest. Coppett Hill was
chosen as one site, with reference to the
Puddingstone outcrop which you may have
noticed when going up the ‘Steps’. Volunteers were invited to a couple of training
sessions in Worcester and will now prepare
the site. This involves ensure safe access to
the rock outcrop, though the CH Working
Parties have done much of this. We will
prepare some sort of educational materials –
a walk, leaflets etc.
Coppett Hill is basically a Devonian [ORS –
old red sandstone] brownstone ridge under a
thin quartz conglomerate –
locally known
as Pudding stone – which sits unconformably
on top of it. It is this thin layer which you can
trace as a linear outcrop on the west facing
side of the hill when you view it from the
A40. The conglomerate is followed (above)
by Tintern Sandstone. The top of the hill is
capped by Lower
Limestone shale which
represents the start of the Carboniferous
period. This is dated 360 million years ago.
The sandstones represent a time when these
rocks were part of an ancient desert near the
equator. The limestone represents a time
thereafter when the climate changed so that
this desert was replaced by coastal conditions
where the sea was warm, clear and tropical.
Coppett Hill was not a hill at this time,
resulting from land movements uplifting the
hill in more [geologically] recent times.
There is an existing footpath managed by the
Coppett Hill Trust which takes you from the
Old Red Sandstone, up past a very clear
outcrop of the Pudding stone. You can
continue up to the top of the hill along the
path across the Tintern sandstone. We can
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see evidence of the limestone at the top –
best in the dry stone wall. If you continue
along a path down the back of the hill you
come to the recently renovated Limekilns
where the Limestone was ‘cooked’.
The walk finishes at the quarry.
This is probably the route which we as
Champions will care for and promote.
We will organise a Geology walk in the
Autumn when our knowledge and
preparations have matured – we will
practice on you first.

Cider and Apple Trees
and
Perry and Pear Trees
It is only a few years ago that many cottages
on Coppett Hill produced their own cider and
perry from the trees in their gardens, using
their own stone cider mills and presses which
were situated in their gardens or out-houses.

We haven’t fixed any dates yet, but we have an
expert who would like to help us in our quest
and will be looking over garden walls and
asking residents if they mind their trees being
looked at.

H&W Geology Champions are supported by

The Forest Styre Apple
We are informed by the experts that in the past

The tradition is now being continued (in a
modest way) by two residents of the Hill and
two others in Goodrich, using Goodrich grown
cider apples. Home made cider is the now
traditional refreshment of the Coppett Hill
Summer ‘Bracken Bashing’ Parties – see page
XX for your next opportunity to join in!!
Whilst the old presses are no longer in use,
there are many remaining cider and perry trees
in the gardens on the Hill and it is proposed
that this autumn we should do some research
to identify what we have – and we may
discover some lost varieties, and perhaps
obtain permission to gather the apples for our
own Coppett Hill brews..

400 million years ago in the Devonian period. This
area was near the equator, and the rock history
shows periods of sand dunes, and shallow water
deposits, interrupted by periods of erosion and
uplift.

we will also include details when we send out the
papers for the AGMs in the autumn.)

We may also have an apple press to hand
which will allow some modest production of
apple juice for immediate consumption from
non-cider making apples and have the
possibility of sampling some of the 2009 cider
production (supplies permitting)
(If you are interested in taking part or think you
have some interesting trees for us to look at.
contact Lawrie Lowe on 01 600 890 457 – and

http://hwchampions.wordpress.com
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‘The lower slopes of the whole
Coppett Hill/Welsh Bicknor and
Huntsham peninsulars were
once noted for the numbers of
Forest Styre trees growing
there.’
Forest Styre is now a lost variety of cider apple
and one objective will be to see if we can locate
it. If we are successful, wood from the tree would
be able to be grafted onto a new root-stock and
the variety would be restored.
* Might you have Forest Styre in your garden?
Here is a description of the apple:

Fruit, below medium size; roundish, inclining
to oblate, regularly and handsomely shaped.
Skin, pale yellow, with a blush of red on the
side which is exposed to the sun.
Eye, small and closed, with short obtuse segments, set in a shallow and plaited basin.
Stalk, very short, inserted in a shallow cavity.
Flesh, firm.

Bees and Coppett Hill
It was a year ago that I acquired a dilapidated
bee hive found in a neglected corner of a
friend’s garden. I had a passing interested in
bee keeping and this was an incentive to
renovate the hive, and part some new parts to
make it functional. I now had a bee hive but no
bees. My friend and
neighbour Julian had
just started a hive the year before, and I sought
advice.
We both needed some bees and learned there
was an auction of Beekeeping equipment at
Hartpury college. We were surprised how
many people
attended, and thought there
would be little chance of buying some bees at
a reasonable price. We spoke to the Bee
Inspector [from the Ministry] who said that all
of the lots were of satisfactory to good quality.
I took the plunge and made a bid for the cheapest / worst looking hive, and was amazed to get
them for about £80.
It was then that the practical problems of
getting the bees home in the car became
obvious because we had not brought our
‘veils’ / bee suits. Luckily someone sealed the
hives for us [with masking tape] and placed
them in the car boot. We drove home
avoiding sharp bends and bumps, and
occasionally a bee escaped and I tried to zap it.
It’s very funny looking back but worrying at
the time.
We installed the bees in their new home and
awaited their settling in. Over the weeks of
monitoring them [opening the lid!] and often
being chased up the hill, we realised these bees
were not that friendly. We all had a few
stings. The solution involved buying a new
Queen that was friendlier and would pass this
character onto her offspring.
Having
purchased this [Hawaiian] Queen, Julian and I
had to face opening the beehive and looking
for the Queen. We knew this wouldn’t be easy,
even with happy bees. The Queen looks much
like all the other bees but is bigger. She is
surrounded by all of her workers and

attendants, so you have to look fairly closely
to find her, but we did. She was dispatched
and the new Queen installed. The new Queen
arrived in a small cage with 4 or 5 attendant
bees sealed in with a piece of candy. The
existing bees and the newcomers eat their
way towards each other into the the candy
over a few days until the host hive get used to
their new Queen. The Queen then carried on
breeding and producing new bees. Over the
weeks as the old angry bees died off and the
new happy bees were born, the hive transformed itself. The bees are now happy and
established.
Our bee hive is not far from our house and
they have an established flight path to and
from the hive. We can work happily in the
garden without worrying about being stung.
Bees do not like to sting you – they die if they
do, but even happy bees don’t like to be
messed about!
Over the months I made regular inspections;
I wore a veil and used a smoker to pacify the
bees.
In the autumn Julian and I collected the
honey. This involves taking the frames with
the honey away from the bees and put them
in a special
extractor drum which
centrifugally spins off the honey. We then
filtered and bottled the honey into jars. The
honey tastes wonderful!
Bees are universally under threat from
unknown viruses and a mite called Varoa, so
it is important that more bees are bred and
research continued. Interest in beekeeping
has increased in popularity around the
country and there are plenty of people
locally who will advise you..
Our plants and crops need the bees to
fertilise them, and there is plenty of food in
the fields and hedgerows around Coppett
Hill. The bees live happily around us and we
get a lot of pleasure watching the laden bees
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Reptile survey Coppett Hill 2009 - Nigel Hand coordinator of the
Herefordshire ‘What’s that snake’ project?
In Herefordshire we have very few sites
left with adders and as a consequence
the species is a local Bio- Diversity
Action plan species. It's presence is
indicative of a healthy landscape.
Adders may be venomous but they are a
minor risk and will quietly slip away into
the
undergrowth
to
avoid
confrontation The last fatality from an
adder bite in the British Isles was in 1975
and over the last one hundred years only
a dozen people have died from adder
bites. Bee and wasp stings have accounted for many more
fatalities.
Reptiles favour habitat with long and short
grass, bracken, bramble, with small groups
of trees to provide cover from wind chill.
This site had all four widespread reptile
species. The common or viviparous lizard
(Zootoca vivipara) records here were
higher than at any other location surveyed
in the first year of the What's That Snake?
project Surveyors results on Coppett Hill
were encouraging for the common lizard
with one surveying team recording 36 seen
on one survey day in September and 32 on
a day in October. 2009 was a good
breeding year for the common lizard on
Coppett Hill.
The slow-worms (Anguis fragilis) total
recorded was 40. Slow-worms of all age
ranges were observed. These were
recorded mainly under refuges which had
been placed by the surveyors. Slow-worms
spend a lot of time in the top soil layer and
in vegetation, avoiding exposure of their
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whole body to the sun and, similar to snakes,
slow-worms generally remain camouflaged
amongst the vegetation.
Slow-worms can
live in higher population densities than other
reptile species and, being fossorial, numbers
are hard to estimate, but can be between 600
- 2,100 on a particularly good site.
The grass snake (Natrix natrix) is our largest
terrestrial reptile. 7 grass snakes were
recorded and all under refuges (felt) except for
1. Both the snake species records were low,
possibly due to snakes being usually found in
lower densities than the lizards and grass
snakes in particular are very perceptive to
disturbance, detecting human footfall long
before we get a ‘look-in’. Toads and frogs
were also recorded by surveyors and these
are the favoured prey of the grass snake.
I was very pleased to get adder (Vipera berus)
records from this site because I was unsure of
the status of this snake on the site in recent
years. 7 were recorded, but I suspect, from
the photos, that two of those snakes were
repeat sightings. This will be the case for
some of the other species too. A juvenile and
2 gravid females were found giving evidence
that breeding is still taking place. Many adder
populations are suffering due to extremely low
numbers. Only one male adder was recorded
on the survey and he was seen on three
occasions in the same locality, recognisable
due to his distinctive colouration.

Keeping in touch by computer
No. it’s not everyone’s cup of tea, but let’s
face it, computers are here to stay and have
their use in keeping people in touch with each
other.
Coppett Hill and Goodrich are no exception.
Coppett Hill has a website and a blogsite.
You have probably heard of a website; it’s
where information is stored in text, video and
graphics. A Blog has slightly different
technology and the same text graphics and
video can appear there. The additional
advantage is that it is much easier for the
pages to be updated quickly, and it is possible
for you the viewer to ‘comment’ to add
information on the pages. Because of these
‘comments’ blogs are very dynamic and
interactive.

dates] and any informal news that the readers
want to add – animal sightings etc. At the
moment, up to a dozen people a day access this
site.
Goodrich is served by a Goodrich blog http://goodrich.wordpress.com/
and the village hall http://home2.btconnect.com/acornoffice/goodrich/
The site regularly records the latest Parish
Council news / minutes.
We have also started a Goodrich Village group
on Facebook if you are a FB user.
All computer sites are only a useful
communication tool if:
· Pages are relevant and updated regularly

The CH website is at
http://www.coppett-hill.org.uk/
It is very informative, and it is managed by
John Thorne. You can contact John through
Lawrie Lowe who will pass on emails,
documents or photos for inclusion.
The CH blog is at
http://coppett.wordpress.com/
It is managed by Laurence Moss. The blog is
only a month old and we are still waiting for
pages to be added to. You can do this
yourself by typing into the comment boxes on
each page. Pictures or links to videos can be
sent to Laurence.
There are links between these sites on their
front pages.
Lawrie John and Laurence met recently to
review computer coverage of the Hill. We
agreed that the Website will remain the
official site for official and formal inform
ation about the hill. About 200-300 people a
month from all over the world access this site.
The blogsite has local content and news that
need not go on the website [working party

·
·
·

People look at the sites regularly, and [if a
blog] they add news / comments to them.
People add details of coming events to
attract participation. Why don’t you?
People add opinions – currently the Village Design statement is about to be printed and distributed to all villagers – what
do you think?

During the Village Design statement process
we took a lot of pictures of the village [mostly
of houses] and put them on a website where
they could be shared. This ‘gallery’ still exists
and Villagers and Friends of Coppett Hill may
access these pictures for their own use, and they
can upload their own views of the area into the
folders provided. These are Public galleries.
One gallery is
http://picasaweb.google.co.uk/laurencemoss999

The address of the Flickr gallery is http://www.flickr.com/groups/716266@N20/

Forestry Work
This year we have undertaken the second stage By doing this we avoid large empty areas of
of conifer removal from the southern part of the hillside, yet give enough light for the new trees to
Hill where a Douglas Fir plantation was establish themselves.
established about 50 years ago.
Unfortunately it is not possible, as it was in the
This is part of a long term project which started in past, to rely on natural regeneration – the site
1999. The intention is to slowly return the whole of originally will have supported semi-natural
this area to broadleaf trees over the next twenty ancient woodland – because of the pressure of
deer browsing any new growth.
years.
In 1999 the Trust constructed a half mile forestry Replanting should take place in the autumn and
extraction track to allow the timber to be moved will be with mixed broadleaf trees, which will be
planted in tubes to protect them from the deer.
out and we will be using this again this year.
The exact mix of species that we select will need
Since the initial thinning, the trees have grown to be researched and decided in conjunction with
substantially. While in 1999 the timber was sold the Forestry Commission who will part fund the
for pulp, some of it being transported as far as operation.
Northumberland, they are now suitable for being
processed at a local saw-mill in the Forest of When the scheme is completed in 10 or 20 years,
there will be no sign of the old conifer plantation,
Dean.
but isolated groups of fir and larch will be left
In addition to the Douglas Fir, there is also a which will continue to provide good nesting sites
Chestnut plantation that has been thinned for a for the buzzards and goshawks that are present
in the area.
second time.
Due to the weather, the felling took place later
than planned, in February and early March, and All the woods on Coppett Hill are managed by the
the extraction phase should be underway from Trust under a 5 year Woodland Grant Scheme
early April. **
from the Forestry Commission and are certified
as being managed sustainably. This grant system
What happens next?
pays the Trust to manage the woods responsibly
as a leisure and landscape amenity.
The plantation is in an important part of the landscape, forming the view from Symonds Yat Rock,
and in order to minimise the visual impact, the
** STOP PRESS - planned timetable may be
timber is being felled in separated small areas –
delayed as there may Goshawks nesting in the
which we will then replant - and thinned in others
wood
to allow the trees to grow on for a further 10 years
before we harvest them again.

If you want any advice or support in using the
website, blogsite or photo gallery, please
contact me by email – laurencemoss@hotmail.com
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